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The Yield Management Opportunity

Introduction

Several months ago we released a position
paper outlining our thoughts on the future of
the coworking industry.

Granted, the majority of current remote work is
being done at people’s homes, and not at coworking
spaces. Despite the recent optimism being expressed among coworking industry observers, we’ve yet

We speculated then that the industry might be ‘han-

to see the actual return of coworking users to signal

ging in the balance’ and that there was no way to ac-

the industry’s recovery. That will not likely come un-

curately predict what coworking’s future would look

til a vaccine is widely available and people’s overall

like. In light of the fact that remote working among

comfort level with social density recovers. However,

corporate employees has taken root and become

we think that the normalization of remote working,

a norm for roughly 40% of knowledge workers, we

in general, will benefit coworking in a significant way.

are of the opinion that not only will coworking sur-

Even more optimistically, we would go so far as to

vive the pandemic, but will actually benefit from it.

suggest that the Covid-19 crisis will likely represent

But why?

an inflection point, much like the financial crisis of
2008, after which the industry will experience another boom.
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This Time
Will Be Different
That said, it is unlikely that the individuals and companies that use coworking spaces will
enthusiastically go back to accessing them and paying for them in the same ways as they
have before.
We speculate that fundamental changes

If we use Gensler’s four modes of work-

will need to take place for the offerings

solo/focused, collaborative/group, lear-

at coworking spaces- desks, offices,

ning, and social- as a framework for the

meeting rooms, etc.- to remain compe-

post-Covid work environment- it would

titive in the context of the post-Covid

seem that many people will do their

work environment.

heads-down ‘solo’ work at home, and will
go to ‘offices’ (whether at company HQ or

TWO DIFFERENCES

at a coworking space) to do more collaborative teamwork. This would suggest that

There are two aspects to a ‘revised co-

coworking spaces designed around indivi-

working’ formula that we see on the

dual work-desks (whether hot desks, de-

horizon. The first pertains to the de-

dicated desks, or office desks) might turn

sign typologies on which coworking re-

out to be redundant.

lies. For the most part these are all the

There are two aspects to a ‘revised
coworking’ formula that we see on
the horizon.

same. Floor plates are allocated roug-

We anticipate that in future some inno-

hly 20% for open spaces (coworking and

vative coworking spaces will effectively

dedicated desks) and 80% for private

adapt to post-Covid use-demands by re-

offices. Private offices represent relia-

allocating their spaces around the needs

ble revenue, as the industry has come

of teams and groups rather than around

to terms with the fact that demand for

individual users. However, given the cur-

‘open coworking,’ on which the industry

rent pricing models that most coworking

itself was founded, now pales in compa-

businesses rely on, this design tweak will

rison to the demand for private offices.

present problems.

A combination of a desire for privacy
and the perceived value of a private of-

This brings us to the second key difference

fice have made ‘coworking’ something of

that we see coming in the industry. It is the

a loss-leader for most operators.

pricing challenge that we want to primarily
address in this piece. We look at that next.
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The Pricing Frontier:

From Community to Commodity
The coworking industry has come a long way since its inception. Several times before
we have written about the community-oriented roots of coworking. Long before it was
an “industry,” it was a community movement. For those interested in the archaeology of
coworking, look no further than Indy Hall in Philadelphia as a field site to understand the
roots of coworking.
Over the past decade, though, coworking operators have, like their real estate industry patrons, contributed to the commoditization of workspaces. While the community trope is still actively used to sell spaces, we should also be realistic and acknowledge
that, like all other purveyors of space, we too are now selling a commodity.
This basic reality will come into sharp focus post-Covid. On the

At the beginning of the industry there were relatively few private

one hand, we do think that companies will look to coworking

offices, but those were added to the mix slowly, and were priced

as a key ‘remote work’ location for their teams. On the other

based on the going rate of offices in that particular market.

hand, they will now be looking for even greater flexibility and

Prices have fluctuated here and there over time, changing

choice in how they access and pay for space. Flexibility will

largely based on the size and expense of the particular market.

mean maximum flexibility. This is where the current coworking

In some smaller and mid-tier markets those prices have come

pricing regimen not longer makes sense.

down (especially during the pandemic), while in larger markets
they stayed stable (until the pandemic).

A SHORT HISTORY OF COWORKING PRICING

Industry leader

WeWork is so overbuilt that they have initiated a ‘race-to-thebottom’ price war where unit prices are falling and in some

The core framework for coworking pricing has remained virtu-

cases several months free rent are being offered. The result is

ally unchanged through the history of the industry. Somewhat

a broken pricing system in need of a reset.

arbitrarily and randomly, the first wave of coworking entrepreneurs (circa 2006-2007) posted prices on their websites for the
initial offerings:
»» $25/day pass
»» $300/month for full-time coworking
»» $425/month for a dedicated desk
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From 10 Years to Five Years
to 1 Month to ...
For the real estate industry the biggest adjustment required to accommodate the
coworking industry was the shift to month-to-month leasing.
Prior to the advent of coworking, for the most part office
space was leased on ten and five year leases, perhaps sometimes on one year leases. Absorbing the uncertainty of
short-term leasing was a difficult process for asset owners,
property managers, and brokers. To their credit, they went
along with the spirit of coworking, which has for the most
part worked out well for all parties. We see a new frontier
of adjustment around the corner.
ENTER YIELD MANAGEMENT
By accepting the fundamental commoditization of our product/service mix, we suggest that it is time to move off of
the fixed monthly pricing on which the industry has been
stuck for fifteen years. We think that Covd-19 introduces
a next generation of flexibility of access where a full one
month of commitment will be too long. It is time for a shift
to truly ‘just in time officing’ with ‘just in time’ pricing. This
can be achieved with yield management pricing.
The mythos of the gym-membership analogy has too long
controlled pricing in the industry. It is time to adopt the
analog of hotel rooms and airline seats. If unit prices are
reduced from a full month down to an hour, a half day, a day,
a week, a month, or (at the longest) a quarter, then a new
pricing regime can follow. If, like hotel rooms, prices change
according to available inventory, then this puts consumers
in control of pricing. Gone are the arbitrary pricing bands
established fifteen years ago by a group of entrepreneurs
in their late 20s and early 30s. Enter a new pricing regime
based on consumer demand.
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Pay for

Just What You Use
Think Liberty Mutual here. One of the primary barriers to the adoption of coworking is the
fact that members pay for more than they need or use.
Post-Covid, as more people are given greater flexibility from

they collect Y amount in rent from the users (or members)

their employers to work where they want, people will demand

who sublet the spaces. This means that those companies that

even greater flexibility than coworking currently offers. But the

utilized coworking spaces naturally look (critically) at what

pricing at which people access spaces (desks, rooms, or offices)

they pay per square foot for what are often tiny offices. For

should reflect when they book and how great the availability is

example, in some of the larger markets (prior to Covid) a 45

at the time of the booking.

sq ft. one-person office might lease for $900-$1000/mo. That
comes to an eye-popping $253/sq ft per year for that one desk.

ESTABLISHING THE UPPER AND LOWER PRICING BANDS

That is a hard number to swallow.

The fine-tuned pricing adjustments for coworking resources

If coworking operators can finally move off of the static

will be set by smart algorithms that take multiple factors

pricing model that has defined the industry for so long, then

into consideration- the particular market, time of year, local

companies will no longer need to swallow such numbers. A

competition, amount of availability at the time of booking,

model that empowers users (individuals and companies) to

length of booking, etc.

For example, similar to an airline

access coworking spaces in smaller chunks of time at smaller

reservation, if you book it in advance you can buy at the low

prices will be a real innovation for the industry. Covid has

end of the band, while buying last minute will put you at the

presented us with this opportunity.

highest end of the price band. Same with hotel rooms. Prices
would vary, of course, across hot desks, dedicated desks,
offices, and meeting rooms. Something similar to frequent
flyer miles for regular users would also make sense in such
a scheme, as would a system of credits for individuals and
organizations willing to purchase bulk discounts for usable
credits in advance.
THE VALUE FOR CUSTOMERSGETTING PAST PRICE PER SQUARE FOOT
At the heart of the current coworking pricing regime is an
arbitrage-like process. Operators (unless they own their own
buildings) pay X amount to the building owner in rent, and then
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Concluding
Thoughts

In the future, for companies looking to embrace maximum flexibility and just-in-time
officing, yield management access and pricing will make increasing sense.
Like Southwest Airlines in the US and Easy Jet in the UK and Europe, a flexible, demand-driven pricing regime can work
for both buyers and sellers in the coworking industry. For coworking customers it simply makes sense.
A customer-centric approach to pricing will at first be a shock to the coworking system. It will require a modified
type of coworking booking software, and a new back-end for managing the yield management pricing automation.
As expensive and disruptive as this might be to the coworking operator community, it will ultimately benefit their
customers. In the post-Covid operating environment defined by saturated competition and commodity-like pricing,
it behooves operators to go ‘all in’ on their customer centricity and let them define the kind of access that works for
them. This just might be the kind of innovation that the coworking industry needs for its next phase of growth.
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OpenWork Agency
OpenWork is the world’s most established full-service coworking agency. The founders at
OpenWork have been involved in the coworking industry since near its inception. The business
started out as Conjunctured Coworking in 2008, Austin’s first ever coworking business. For
the past six years we have operated as OpenWork Agency, where we have helped real estate
developers model, plan, develop, design, and launch coworking businesses in the US, Latin
America, the Caribbean, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.
We work with both large real estate development firms as well as with individual real estate
entrepreneurs. While we generally work across the coworking value chain from concept to
launch, we also work with clients on stand alone pieces of the larger development process.
In the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, we have adjusted our consultancy offerings to reflect
the new reality. Yesterday’s coworking models are in need of strategic shifts in order to
accommodate the broader corporate transition to flexible and hybrid working. Today we work
at the intersection of the evolving office real estate market and the flexible working needs of
companies as they adapt to the post-Covid environment.
https://openwork.agency

